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Abstract—We discuss some performance issues of the tiled
Cholesky factorization on non-uniform memory access-time
(NUMA) shared memory machines. We show how to optimize
thread placement and data placement in order to achieve
performance gain up to 50% compared to state-of-the-art
libraries such as Plasma or MKL.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, parallel shared memory machines provide a
unified view of the memory. A multi-threaded program can
be executed on all the cores of the machine using all the
memory available. However, due to the memory hierarchy
(cache, node, memory bank), the access time of a memory
page by a thread depends on the location of this thread and
the page. Therefore, these machines are often called nonuniform memory access-time (NUMA) to account for these
effects. It is now common to see NUMA machines featuring
cache coherency with more than 100 cores. Hence, despite
the fact that a process (and its own threads) has the illusion
of a flat address space, thread placement, data placement
and data movement may have a big impact on the whole
performance of the application.
In this paper we study the tiled version of the Cholesky
Factorization on such NUMA machine, we show that a
simple data flow analysis of the code can provide a good
placement of the threads and the tiles. Then, we study how
threads need to be grouped according to the topology of the
machine and we show that grouping threads by memory
node have a huge impact on the performance especially
for large matrix. Last, we study the conversion of the data
storage from the standard LAPACK format to the tiled
format. We show that the way the matrix is loaded into
memory has a huge impact when converting the format. At
the end, the proposed optimizations result in a gain of up to
50% for some matrices compared to Plasma a state-of-theart implementation of the Cholesky factorization.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we shortly
describe the Cholesky Factorization in Section II. Then we
show how to statically analyze the code and automatically
determine the thread placement in Section III. Then, in Section IV, we discuss the execution of the mapping according
to the topology of the machine. Finally, we examine the
conversion of the LAPACK format to the tiled format in

Figure 1.

Kernels modifying each tile for k = 1 and T = 5

Section V before concluding in Section VI.
II. T HE C HOLESKY FACTORIZATION
Algorithm 1: Tiled Version of the Cholesky Factorization
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

for k = 0...T − 1 do
A[k][k] ← DPOTRF(A[k][k])
for m = k + 1...T − 1 do
A[m][k] ← DTRSM(A[k][k], A[m][k])
for n = k + 1...T − 1 do
A[n][n] ← DSYRK(A[n][k], A[n][n])
for m = n + 1...T − 1 do
A[m][n] ← DGEMM(A[m][k], A[n][k], A[m][n])

The Cholesky factorization takes a symmetric positive
definite matrix A and finds a lower triangular matrix L such
that A = LLT .
In Algorithm 1, we depict the tiled version of the algorithm. The matrix is decomposed in T ×T square tiles where
A[i][j] is the tile of row i and column j. At each step k (see
Fig. 1) we perform a Cholesky factorization of the tile on
the diagonal of panel k (DPOTRF kernel1 ). Then, we update
the remaining of the tiles of the panel using triangular solve
(DTRSM kernel). Then, we update the trailing sub-matrix
using the DSYRK kernel for tiles on the diagonal and matrix
multiply (DGEMM kernel) for the remaining tiles.
1 In this paper, kernel names are prefix by D to account for double
precision computation. However, this work applies to any other precision:
simple, complex, etc.
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(a) Some dependencies between kernels for the
same iteration of the Cholesky factorization

(b) Example of the four types of dependencies between kernels between 2
consecutive iterations of the Cholesky factorization
Figure 2.

Cholesky Factorization Kernel Dependencies

The advantage of the tiled version is that it has a lot of
parallelism. For instance, when T = 6 we have the task
graph depicted in Figure 3 where each node is a kernel and
each directed edge describes the data dependencies between
kernels. More generally, for a given T this tiled version
rapidly expresses as much parallelism as O(T 2 ) which is
usually much greater than the number of cores.
III. S TATIC A NALYSIS OF THE C HOLESKY
FACTORIZATION
A. Parameterized Task Graph of the Cholesky Factorization
The task graph displayed in Fig. 3 seems to express a lot
of different dependencies. However, a careful look at the way
kernels depend on each-other exhibits only 8 different kind
of dependencies. We therefore can find A parameterized task
graph (PTG) that is a compact and symbolic representation
of the task graph. The parameterized task graph model
has first been proposed by Cosnard and Loi in [1] for
automatically building task graphs. It uses parameters that
can be instantiated for building the corresponding task graph.
In our case, we have only one parameter (T ). A PTG is
mainly composed of communication rules. Communication
rules are symbolic descriptions of task graph edges. There
are two types of communication rules. The first type is
emission rules that describe data sent by tasks. The second
type is reception rules that describe input data of tasks.
We can automatically transform a reception rule into an
emission rule. Hence, we give only the formal definition
of an emission rule. Let: Ta and Tb two generic tasks with
iteration vector ~u and ~v ; D a data exchanged between Ta
and Tb and ~y a vector of same dimension than D; P a
parameterized polyhedron. An emission rule as the following
form:
Ta (~u) → Tb (~v ) : D(~y )|P

dependencies that happen during the same iteration. Figure 2(a), describes some of such dependencies.
This corresponds to the following rules (with T ≥ 1):
R1 DPOTRF(k) → DTRSM(k, j) : A[k][k]|{0 ≤ k ≤
1; k + 1 ≤ j ≤ T − 1}
R2 DTRSM(k, n) → DSYRK(k, n) : A[n][k]|{0 ≤ k ≤
1; k + 1 ≤ n ≤ T − 1}
R3 DTRSM(k, n) → DGEMM(k, j, n) : A[n][k]|{0 ≤
T − 1; k + 1 ≤ n ≤ T − 1; n + 1 ≤ j ≤ T − 1}
R4 DTRSM(k, n) → DGEMM(k, n, j) : A[n][k]|{0 ≤
T − 1; k + 1 ≤ n ≤ T − 1; k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1}

T −
T −
k ≤
k ≤

For instance, rule R1 describes the dependencies between,
DPOTRF of iteration k and all the DTRSM of the same
iteration.
We have also 4 rules between iteration k and iteration
k + 1 as described in Fig. 2(b).
This corresponds to the following rules (with T ≥ 1):
R5 DSYRK(k, m) → DPOTRF(k + 1) : A[m][m]|{0 ≤ k ≤
T − 1; m = k + 1}
R6 DSYRK(k, m) → DSYRK(k + 1, m) : A[m][m]|{0 ≤ k ≤
T − 1; k + 2 ≤ m ≤ T − 1}
R7 DGEMM(k, m, n) → DTRSM(k + 1, n) : A[n][m]|{0 ≤
k ≤ T − 2; k + 2 ≤ n ≤ T − 1; m = k + 1}
R8 DGEMM(k, m, n)
→
DGEMM(k + 1, m, n)
:
A[n][m]|{0 ≤ k ≤ T − 2; k + 2 ≤ n ≤ T − 1; k + 2 ≤ m ≤
n − 1}
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This rule is read: “ for all ~u ~v and ~y in polyhedron P task
Ta (~u) send data D(~y ) to task Tb (~v ).
For the Cholesky factorization, we have 4 generic tasks
that correspond to the 4 kernels (DPOTRF, DSYRK,
DTRSM and DGEMM) and 8 rules. 4 rules come from

SYRK(4,5)

POTRF(5)

Figure 3. Task graph describing the dependencies between the kernels of
the Cholesky Factorization for T = 6

For example, rule R5 describes the dependency between
the first DSYRK of the diagonal at iteration k with the
DPOTRF of iteration k + 1
Such rules can be automatically found by statically analyzing the sequential code with compiler tools such as
PlusPyr of Cosnard and Loi [2] or DAGuE from Bosilca
et al. [3].
To obtain such rules from a sequential program, teh code
must have a static control (see [4]). Many compute-intensive
kernels found in the literature have a static control. This is
the case of the QR factorization and the LU factorization.
See [5] for other examples.
All the above rules have T as parameter, when T is
instantiated, a task graph can easily be expanded by applying
all the rules starting from DPOTRF(0). For T = 6 we
obtain the task graph depicted in Fig. 3. However, a PTG
is independent of the problem size and we can analyze it in
order to provide a mapping of the task onto the resources
and the corresponding data allocation for any values of this
parameter and hence any size of the problem.
B. Static Data Allocation Mapping of the Kernels
In this section, we propose an algorithm called SMA
(Symbolic Mapping and Allocation). SMA takes a PTG
and outputs a mapping of the data and an allocation of the
tasks in order to reduce communication cost while keeping
parallelism.
1) Overview of SMA: In our previous work [6], we
have proposed an algorithm, called SLC (Symbolic Linear
Clustering), for scheduling statically PTG, SMA is directly
inspired from SLC.
The goal of SLC was to built a linear clustering of
any instantiated task graphs that can be built from a given
parameterized task graph. However, it was designed in the
context of coarse-grained task graph which does not apply to
the Cholesky PTG as proposed here. Therefore, the proposed
clustering is not guaranteed to be linear (discussion about
linear clustering and its property can be found in [7]).
However, to better take into account the tiled structure of
the Cholesky factorization, we have enhanced SLC with data
mapping in order to force the owner-compute rule.
Our new algorithm (i.e. SMA) has the following very
desirable properties. SMA finds, given a PTG, an allocation
function for each generic task. This function depends only
on the parameters of the program, the iteration vector of
the generic task and the number of available processors
for execution. The result is independent of parameter value
and hence the instantiated task graph. The memory gain is
double: no full task graph is required and the schedule has
a size proportional to the number of generic tasks.
Staring from a PTG, SMA is decomposed in the following
steps (the first one being directly inspired from SLC):
1) extracting bijection rules. We analyze the communication rules in order to extract bijection rules. Bijection

rules describe point-to-point communications and are
those that will be part of the clustering,
2) Selecting Non-Conflicting Rules. Given a set of bijection rules this step consists in selecting some of them
in order to guaranty that, for all parameter values, the
selected rules will always form a clustering with no
join or fork,
3) computing the symbolic allocation. The previous step
does not always have a unique solution. In order to
reduce the solution space, we can enforce the ownercompute rule. The other advantage of the ownercompute rule is a better cache reuse in the context of
shared memory machine. Based on the clustering and
the owner-compute rule, we can construct a function
that, once parameter values are known, computes the
cluster number of a given task obeying these constraints.
2) Bijection Rules: Bijection rules are rules that describe
point-to-point communication. We have a point-to-point
communication in a rule Ta (~u) → Tb (~v ) : D(~y )|P if for
any ~u we have only one ~v . In the Cholesky case we have
3 broadcasts (rule R1 , R3 and R4 ) and 5 bijection rules R2
and R5 to R8 . Finding bijection rules automatically is done
by a simple analysis of the rule as explained in [6].
3) Conflicting Rules: To obtain a clustering we have
to suppress conflicting rules. There can be two types of
conflicts:
1) fork conflict: if two rules describe the same sending
task instance for different receiving tasks instances,
2) join conflict: if two rules describe the same receiving
task instance for different sending tasks instances.
Let us consider two rules: R1 : Ta (~u) → Tb (~v )|P1 and
R2 : Tc (w)
~ → Td (~z)|P2
In order to determine automatically if these rules are in
join conflict (the fork conflict case is symmetric) we proceed
as follow. We compute the set I which is the intersection
between P1 \~u (P1 restraint to ~u) and P2 \w.
~ If I is empty
there cannot be any fork conflict. Otherwise if Tb = Td and
R1 \I (R1 restricted to the I set) is different from R2 \I there
is a fork conflict. I, R1 \I and R2 \I can be symbolically
computed with the omega calculator from the university of
Maryland [8].
In our case, rule R2 and rule R6 are in join conflict. Indeed, the same DSYRK kernel receives a tile from a DTRSM
and from a DSYRK. Therefore, most DSYRK have two
predecessors if we put these three tasks in the same cluster,
the cluster has a join and we lose parallelism. To ensure
more parallelism (at the cost of more communication), we
have to remove one of the two rules from the set of rules
that we use to compute the symbolic allocation. To choose,
which rule to remove, we will test the possible cases in
conjunction with the computation of the data mapping.
4) Symbolic Task Allocation and Data mapping: In order
the data-mapping problem to be tractable, we impose that it

is affine [9]. Let µ the mapping function. We impose that
µ(A[i][j]) = αA,1 i + αA,2 j + βA + γA,1 T , where T , the
number of tiles, is the only parameter of the problem. More
generally, we have µ(D, ~y ) = α~D ~y + βD + γ~D p~, where p~ is
the vector of parameters of the program. At the same time,
we want to compute the symbolic allocation of the tasks.
Here again, we impose an affine mapping: we need to find
a function κ(Ta , ~u) = α~a ~u + β~a + γa p~ that gives the cluster
number of task Ta (~u) for any valid value of ~u and p~.
The symbolic allocation works as follows:
1) Let Z a set of non conflicting rules and p~ the vector
of parameters.
2) Each rule R ∈ Z is of the form: : Ta (~u) −→ Tb (~v ) :
D(~y )|P
3) We are going to build a clustering function κ(Ta , ~u)
and a data mapping function µ(D, ~y ).
4) We first build equations for data mapping. When a
rule sends a data it is because it has updated it.
Therefore, the mapping of the updated data must
match the clustering of the task. We denote the sending by Ta (~u) B D(~y ) and consequently, we have:
κ(Ta , ~u) = µ(D, ~y ). Therefore:
α~a ~u + βa + γ~a p~ = α~D ~y + βD + γ~D p~

κ(DSYRK(k, n)) = κ(DPOTRF(k + 1)) and n = k + 1
⇔

(αA,1 + αA,2 )n = (αA,1 + αA,2 )n

Which is always true. Therefore, no constraints are added.
Concerning rule R7 , we have:

(1)

5) Second, we built equations for the task allocation. If
a rule is selected, this means that the sending task is
going to be put on the same cluster than the receiving
task: κ(Ta , ~u) = κ(Tb , ~v ). Therefore:
α~a ~u + βa + γ~a p~ = α~b~v + βb + γ~b p~

DGEMM(k, m, n) B A[m][n]:αg,1 k + αg,2 m + αg,3 n +
βg + γg,1 T = αA,1 m + αA,2 n + βA + γA,1 T . This leads
to αg,1 = 0 αg,2 = αA,1 , αg,3 = αA,2 , βs = βA and
γg,1 = γA,1 .
Based on the above equations we have:
• µ(A[i][j]) = αA,1 i + αA,2 j + βA + γA T
• κ(DPOTRF(k)) = (αA,1 + αA,2 )k + βA + γA T
• κ(DSYRK(k, n)) = (αA,1 + αA,2 )n + βA + γA T
• κ(DTRSM(k, n)) = αA,1 n + αA,2 k + βA + γA T
• κ(DGEMM(k, m, n)) = αA,1 m + αA,2 n + βA + γA T
Note that after this step, all the clustering functions are
expressed in function of the mapping parameters αA,∗ , βA
and γA .
2) Task allocation: We can now add the constraints
related to the task allocation. As we have two possible sets
of rule, let us first consider rule R5 , R7 and R8 that are in
common. For rule R5 , this leads to:
•

(2)

6) For all rule in Z, we obtain a system
S : CbG = 0
where C is obtained by algebraic manipulation of eq.
like (1) and (2) and bG is a vector of α’s, β’s and γ’s.
7) If S admits a non-trivial solution bG 6= ∅, we display
this solution.
8) If the only solution is bG = ∅, we discard this solution
and try the next possible set.
C. Example on the Cholesky factorization PTG
1) Mapping constraints: We have two sets of nonconflicting rules {R2 , R5 , R7 , R8 } and {R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 },
however they both concern the same mapping:
• DPOTRF(k) B A[k][k]: αp,1 k + βp + γp,1 T = αA,1 k +
αA,2 k + βA + γA,1 T . This leads to αp,1 = αA,1 + αA,2 ,
βp = βA and γp,1 = γA,1 .
• DSYRK(k, n) B A[n][n]: αs,1 k + αs,2 n + βs + γs,1 T =
αA,1 n + αA,2 n + βA + γA,1 T . This leads to αs,1 = 0,
αs,2 = αA,1 + αA,2 , βs = βA and γs,1 = γA,1 .
• DTRSM(k, n) B A[n][k]: αt,1 k + αt,2 n + βt + γt,1 T =
αA,1 n + αA,2 k + βA + γA,1 T . This leads to αs, 1 =
αA,2 , αs,2 = αA,1 , βs = βA and γs,1 = γA,1 .

κ(DGEMM(k, m, n)) = κ(DTRSM(k + 1, n))
and m = k + 1
⇔ αA,1 m + αA,2 n = αA,1 n + αA,2 m
⇔ αA,1 = αA,2
Last, for rule R8 : we have κ(DGEMM(k, m, n)) =
κ(DGEMM(k + 1, , m, n)) which is also always true.
We have to decide if we use rule R2 or rule R6 . If we
write the constraints concerning rule R2 (DTRSM(k, n) →
DSYRK(k, n) : A[n][k]|{0 ≤ k ≤ T − 1; k + 1 ≤ n ≤
T − 1}) we have:
κ(DTRSM(k, n)) = κ(DSYRK(k, n))
⇔ αA,1 n + αA,2 k = (αA,1 + αA,2 )n
⇔

αA,2 = 0

Due to constraints of rule R7 this imposes also that αA,1 =
0. In this case, all the data are mapped on the same location
and we have no parallelism. Therefore, this solution is not
feasible.
If we look at rule R6 we have:
κ(DSYRK(k, n)) = κ(DSYRK(k + 1, n))
⇔

(αA,1 + αA,2 )n + βA + γA T
= (αA,1 + αA,2 )n + βA + γA T

Which does not add any constraints. Therefore, the simplest solution fulfilling all our constraints is: αA,1 = αA,2 =
1, βA = 0 and γA = 0, which leads to the following
mapping:
• µ(A[i][j]) = i + j

•
•
•
•

κ(DPOTRF(k)) = 2 × k
κ(DSYRK(k, n)) = 2 × n
κ(DTRSM(k, n)) = k + n
κ(DGEMM(k, m, n)) = m + n

Cholesky Factorization on 160 cores
900

SMA with Grouping per node
SMA Grouping per core
SMA Grouping per machine

800
700

The SMA algorithm finds a mapping that enforces a
diagonal mapping of the tiles onto the resources. Note that
only the mapping of DPOTRF and DTRSM depends on the
step number. This is correct as at each step k DPOTRF is
perform on the k th tile on the diagonal and for DTRSM the
panel advances from one column when we go from step k
to step k + 1.
The mapping is the one that reduces the most pointto-point communication while giving a lot of parallelism.
Actually, the number of generated clusters is 2T − 1.
Therefore, there can be much more clusters that the number
of compute units (For a matrix of size 20480 and a tile size
256 we have T = 80). However this might not be sufficient.
This is one reason why we will group clusters to node as
shown in the next Section.
IV. E FFICIENT M APPING OF THE K ERNELS TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT THE M ACHINE T OPOLOGY
A. Grouping Threads, Clusters and Tiles
To execute the application, we have developed a simple
runtime system, that works as follows. We have Ncore cores.
Tasks (that execute the Cholesky kernels) are executed by
threads. The number of threads (Nthread ) is specified by the
user (Nthread ≤ Ncore ). This number is given just before
the execution. A given thread is bound to a given core.
Therefore, we have an equivalence between the used cores
and threads. Cores/threads are grouped in G groups. Each
group is logically responsible of executing a set of clusters.
This is done by having a pool of tasks ready to be executed
for each group. Task Ta (~u) is mapped to cluster κ(Ta (~u)), as
computed by the SMA algorithm. Cluster i is cyclically put
in group i mod G. Each group has its own logical memory
and hence tiles are also mapped to group cyclically (i.e. tile
A[i][j] is bound to group µ(A[i][j]) mod G. Based on that,
the threads of a given group only execute the tasks belonging
to the clusters bound to that specific group.
The question that remains is how to group clusters, cores
and threads and what should be the size of G? On a modern
NUMA shared-memory machine we can target three levels
of the memory hierarchy. The machine level, the node level
and the core level.
At the machine level, we have only one group (G = 1).
The machine is viewed as having only one big memory and
tiles are mapped regardless of the memory hierarchy. Each
cluster and each task can be executed by any threads.
A node is a component of the machine having its own
memory bank(s). When a thread, executed on a given node,
accesses a memory page it is faster to access a page on the
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Figure 4. Comparison of different grouping strategies for the Cholesky
Factorization on a 160 cores, 20 nodes machine (NT=512, double precision)

memory bank of this node than on an other node. Thanks to
the mapping and allocation proposed in this paper, building
groups at the node level implies that the threads will execute
tasks that will write data on the node of the core of this
thread. Moreover, as we have many threads per node, we
need, as for the machine level, to manage concurrent access
to a pool of tasks ready to be executed.
At the core level we have one group per core G = Ncore .
Each thread is responsible of its own pool of task and
therefore there is no concurrency for accessing it. On the
other hand, when there is few parallelism (e.g. at the end of
the algorithm), some group might have no task to execute
and therefore some threads may be idle due to lack of
parallelism.
In summary, the larger the number of groups the lower the
concurrency in accessing structures attached to these groups
but the higher the risk that some groups become idle due
lack of parallelism.
In order to bind threads to cores and to group threads
onto NUMA nodes we use the HWLOC library [10] which
offers a portable way to model NUMA machine and map
threads. It provides logical and physical numbering of each
element of the hierarchy (core, cache, node, etc.) as well as
there interaction and interconnection.
B. Experimental Evaluation
In order to compare the different ways of grouping
threads, cores and clusters we have tested the three levels
experimentally on different settings. A representative result
is depicted in Fig. 4. This is done one a 160 cores NUMA
machine composed of 20 nodes of one 8 cores socket Intel
Nehalem Eagleton (E7–8837) at 2.67GHz.
In Fig. 4 we show the performance in Gflop/s versus
the matrix size (N ). Results show that grouping threads
and clusters by NUMA memory node is the most efficient strategy. This helps to take into account the memory
hierarchy: we have one pool of 8 threads per node that

C. Comparison with MKL and Plasma
The Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL) [11] is a multithreaded library that provides many linear algebra kernels
(BLAS, LAPACK, etc.). It is a highly tuned and optimize
library for Intel processors such as the ones used in this
experiments. In this work, we use the MKL version shipped
with the Intel C compiler version 11.1-075.
Plasma [12] is a multithreaded library developed at the
University of Tennessee and based on task parallelism such
as the work presented here. The Cholesky kernel we use in
this work is directly inspired from the tiled version proposed
in Plasma. Plasma offers two versions of the Cholesky
factorization, one using the LAPACK format and that does
not require data format conversion and one using the tiled
format which is more efficient but requires data format
conversion. In this paper, we use only the later version.
Plasma features its own runtime system called QUARK [13],
which is far more developed than the simple one presented
above. In these experiments, we use Plasma version 1.4.5.
Nervertheless, Plasma and our simple runtime both relies
on the same BLAS kernels of the MKL 11.1-075 except that
we use the sequential version of them.
In Fig. 5, we present the performance in Gflop/s versus the
matrix size for the MKL version of Cholesky, the Plasma
version and the SMA version. The Plasma version being
more efficient for tile size of NT=256 and the SMA version
being more efficient for the tile size of NT=512, we present
results for different tile size of each case. For MKL, the
blocking is handled automatically.
We also include in the timing, the format conversion
between the LAPACK format (matrix store in row major)
to the tiled format (each tile is stored consecutively in
memory). We think it is important to measure the format
conversion as most existing programs use the LAPACK
format.
However, this is in favor of MKL (but still not sufficient
to outperform Plasma) as no conversion is required in this
case: MKL uses LAPACK format natively. Moreover, one
can argue that once data are converted in tiled format, it
can be used for many kernels and therefore the cost can be
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Figure 5. Comparison of SMA versus Plasma and MKL for the Cholesky
Factorization on a 160 cores, 20 nodes machine (double precision, N ≤
51200). Format conversion included

amortized. Comparison without format conversion will be
done in the next section.
Results show that our proposed version is far more
efficient than the two reference libraries. For N = 51200,
the SMA version reaches 872 Gflop/s while MKL and
Plasma respectively reach 637 and 710 Gflop/s. The main
difference between SMA and these two libraries is the
NUMA awareness, none of these libraries take into account
the memory hierarchy for allocating threads and managing
the memory. Plasma is faster for small matrix size due
to its optimize runtime system that is able to manage a
lot of parallelism more efficiently that the simple system
implemented for this work.
One can wonder what happen for N > 51200. It appears
that the SMA performance degrades after this size. What is
happening and how we handled that problem, is explained
in the next section.
V. LAPACK TO T ILED F ORMAT C ONVERSION
In Fig. 6(a), we show the performance in Gflop/s of the
original version of SMA (called SMA-1 in this section)
versus Plasma and MKL when we include the format
conversion timing and for matrix size up to 102400.
We see here a big performance drop for SMA-1 near
N = 64000 and beyond while Plasma and MKL continue to
have roughly the same performance. When we analyze the
timing, we see that a lot of time is lost by SMA-1 for format
conversion. Indeed, if we plot the raw performance of SMA1 and Plasma (Cholesky kernel computation without format
conversion) we see that the performances are far better as
shown in Fig. 6(b).
When we compare Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 6(b), we see several
differences. First, the SMA-1 and Plasma performance are
better when we exclude the conversion between the LAPACK format and the tiled format. This is due to the fact that
such conversion can take up to 25% of the overall execution
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Figure 7. Number of system page-fault when increasing the matrix size.
SMA-1 vs. PLASMA for the Cholesky Factorization (double precision)

time. This is not the case for MKL as it only uses the
LAPACK format (there is no conversion). We also see that
MKL is outperformed by the tiled algorithms (PLASMA and
SMA-1) because there is much more parallelism in the tiled
version of Cholesky and because the format conversion is
very helpful in getting all the performance of the machine.
We also see that at around N = 64000 the performance
drop for SMA-1 is much smaller when we do not take into
account format conversion. This means that the performance
lost is mainly due to this conversion.
To better understand what is going on at N = 64000 we
have measured the number of major page faults made by
the system for PLASMA and SMA-1 when N is increasing
using the /usr/bin/time UNIX command. We have a
major page fault when the system needs to swap a memory
page between main memory and secondary storage (e.g.
disk). Results are shown in Fig. 7.
We see that, for SMA-1, the number of page faults
suddenly increases at the same point as the performance
of SMA-1 decreases. Moreover, there is no page fault for

the Plasma version. This means that after N = 64000,
the system does not have enough memory for the SMA-1
version and start using the disk as a secondary storage.
The reason is the following: despite the fact that the whole
machine has 600 Gb of memory each of the 20 nodes has
30 Gb. When N ≥ 64000 the size of the matrix requires
more than 640002 × 8 = 3.271010 bytes or 30.5 Gb. In our
code, the matrix is allocated and filled by a single thread
using the malloc function of the standard C library. This
means that all the pages of the matrix are put on the memory
node of this thread. Starting for N ≈ 64000, the memory is
not large enough to store the whole matrix and the system
begins to swap. The larger the matrix the higher the number
of swaps and the slower the performance of the program as
shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
To solve this problem, there exist several solutions.
First, as done in Plasma, the filling of the matrix can be
multithreaded as the rest of the program. As the system
allocates pages on the memory node of the writing thread,
if the threads are evenly scattered on the different nodes
the pages will also be distributed on the different memory
node. An other solution consists in forcing the allocation
of the pages across memory banks. This can be done
by using numa_alloc_interleaved function of the
NUMA policy library available in most systems. By doing
so, the new version of SMA (SMA-2) does not exhibit page
faults anymore and have very strong performance even for
large matrix size as shown in Fig. 8.
From Fig. 8, we see that the page-fault aware version of
SMA is able to continue to increase performance for large
matrix size contrary to the first version. Moreover, the gain
against the other reference libraries (MKL and Plasma) is
very large up to 74.7% for MKL and 49.1% for Plasma.
VI. C ONCLUSION
NUMA parallel machines are fairly simple to program
as they offer a flat view of the memory. However, data
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Comparison of SMA versus Plasma and MKL for the Cholesky Factorization on a 160 cores, 20 nodes machine (double precision).

Experiments presented in this paper were carried out
using the PLAFRIM experimental testbed, being developed
under the Inria PlaFRIM development action with support
from LABRI and IMB and other entities: Conseil Rgional
d’Aquitaine, FeDER, Universit de Bordeaux and CNRS (see
https://plafrim.bordeaux.inria.fr/).
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